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ABSTRACT
The well-documented field performance case histories of the Lower San Fernando Dam
(LSFD) and the Upper San Fernando Dam (USFD) during the February 9, 1971 San Fernando
earthquake (Mw = 6.61) have been foundational to the development of the field of modern seismic
geotechnical dam engineering, and to the inception of the U.S. national seismic dam safety
programs still ongoing today. The liquefaction-induced upstream flow failure of the LSFD, and
the only small to moderate deformations that occurred for the similarly constructed USFD, provide
an unusually valuable pair of case histories for back-analyses of the behaviors of embankment
dams subject to soil liquefaction and strong near-field seismic loading. Together, these two
similarly constructed dams, but with two very different performance outcomes, represent an
important and challenging pair of tests for analytical methods. This paper will briefly present key
elements of these two important case histories, and discuss early geoforensic studies and backanalyses of them. It will then look ahead fifty years later to still ongoing developments in current
practice with regard to seismic analyses of dams potentially susceptible to soil liquefaction.
THE LOWER SAN FERNANDO DAM
The Lower San Fernando Dam (LSFD) suffered a liquefaction-induced flow slide failure
of its upstream side during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, as shown in Figure 1, and only
minimal deformations on its downstream side. As shown in Figure 1, the upstream flow slide
carried away a large portion of the crest of the dam (back into the reservoir) leaving only a narrow
and variably cracked slide heel scarp with approximately 5 to 6 feet of effective freeboard above
the top of the reservoir level to contain the reservoir pool. This was a tenuous post-earthquake
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Figure 1: Oblique Aerial View of the Lower San Fernando Dam Showing the Missing Crest
Section Due to an Upstream Liquefaction-Induced Flow Slide. (Photo from the
personal collection of Prof. H. B. Seed; also available from the Steinbrugge collection,
Earthquake Engineering Research Center, U.C. Berkeley.) Dashed line added here.

(a) Pre-Failure Cross-Section

(b) Post-Failure Cross-Section
Figure 2: Liquefaction-Induced Upstream Slope Failure of The Lower San Fernando Dam,
February 9, 1971. (Castro et al., 1989, and Seed et al., 1989)
situation, and approximately 80,000 people were evacuated from the area downstream while the
reservoir was safely lowered. The upstream flow slide knocked over and partially buried one of
the two intake towers (near the left abutment) leaving only the second (matching) intake tower
shown in the bottom left of Figure 1 near the right abutment to provide a reduced remaining outlet
capability. This case history has been extensively investigated by multiple teams of investigators,
and unusually well-developed sets of both forensic data and geotechnical data are available.
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In the immediate aftermath of the earthquake, a forensic investigation was sponsored
jointly by the California Department of Water Resources (DWR), the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LADWP), and the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF). The investigation
was led by Prof. H. B. Seed of U. C. Berkeley and Prof. Ken Lee of UCLA (Seed et al., 1973).
Four deep trenches were excavated either partially or fully through the upstream flow slide, and
the sides of the exposed trench faces were mapped. This unusually comprehensive effort provided
the basis for development of four pre-earthquake and post-earthquake cross-sections. Figure 2 is
an updated interpretation of one of the two most central cross sections; Cross-Section E-E′. Figure
2(b) shows conditions after the earthquake, and Figure 2(a) shows a graphical “reconstruction” of
pre-earthquake conditions. It was concluded that the upstream slide had been the result of
seismically induced liquefaction of materials at and near the base of the upstream silty sand “shell”,
resulting in upstream slope instability.
Figure 2 shows slightly updated “before” and “after” cross-sections through the upstream
slide failure developed as part of a later joint forensic re-evaluation (Castro et al., 1989, and Seed
et al, 1989). This differs slightly from the original cross-sections developed by Seed et al. (1973),
as it benefits from additional field investigations and studies after the initial 1971-73 investigation.
The differences are relatively minor, and largely involve some limited re-classification of flow
slide and foundation materials in the region near the runout toe of the flow slide in order to balance
and preserve overall mass in a chaotic material zone where there was considerable soil liquefaction
as well as mixing of materials from different zones. The development of the cross-sections of
Figure 2 was part of one of Prof. H. B. Seed’s last efforts prior to his death in 1989.
Figure 3 shows the analytical cross-section (and mesh) used in performing nonlinear
seismic deformation analyses (NDA) as part of these current studies (Chowdhury, 2019; and
Chowdhury et al., 2019), and the different material zones modeled. This corresponds to CrossSection F-F′ from the original 1973 investigation; the other of the two most central cross-sections
studied in 1973. The lowest point on the post-earthquake slide heel scarp lip that became the
effective top of the residual dam “crest” retaining the reservoir (as shown in Figure 1) occurred
between Cross-Sections E-E′ and F-F′.
Construction of the dam began in 1912.The main dam was constructed by the hydraulic
fill method, wherein excavated sandy, silty and clayey alluvium were excavated from the borrow
areas and then transported in aqueous suspension in pipes to the dam site. Starter dikes were
constructed at the upstream and downstream toes of the eventual dam, and these hydraulically
transported materials were then put into the shallow pool between the two sets of dikes from pipes,
entering along the upstream and down-stream edges of the eventual dam. A recent forensic/historic
investigation paper by Davis et al. (2022) explains and illustrates this process with respect to the
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Figure 3: Analysis Cross-Section F-F′ of the Lower San Fernando Dam Embankment
(Chowdhury, et al., 2021).
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construction of the nearby Upper San Fernando Dam (USFD), with illustrative historic photos.
This hydraulic fill process was intended to produce an “ideally” graded overall dam embankment,
as the heavier cohesionless soils would settle out most quickly, while the more cohesive (clayey)
materials would remain in suspension longer and travel towards the central section of the dam;
producing sandy and silty-sand upstream and downstream “shells” (the HFU and HFD zones in
Figure 3) with a “puddled” central clay core (CC). Periodically new starter dikes would be built
atop the upstream and downstream edges of the rising dam embankment, and a new shallow pond
would be created between them, and the process would be repeated. During two seasonal periods
when not enough water was available for fully aqueous transport and deposition, the materials
were transported mechanically, and then placed into the shallow lake at the upstream and
downstream dikes and then “jetted” with hydraulic monitors to simulate the hydraulic deposition
process. This was described as a “semi-hydraulic fill” process, and so the main dam embankment
was constructed by hydraulic fill and semi-hydraulic fill methods. This produced loose, liquefiable
upstream and downstream sandy and silty sand “shells”, with an uncompacted “puddled” central
clay core. The boundary between the clay core and the shells was not controlled, and lenses of
sandy materials variably extend into the edges of the “puddled clay core” zone, and the “sandy”
shell zones are comprised of alternating layers and lenses of cleaner sands, silty sands, and sandy
silts as a function of periodic variations and interruptions in fill placement operations.
Figure 4 shows a photograph of the side of one of the investigative trenches excavated
through the Lower San Fernando Dam after the earthquake. The lighter, striated (striped) material

Figure 4: Photograph Showing a Side View of the Randomly Layered Hydraulic Fill in a Postearthquake Trench Through the Lower San Fernando Dam. (Photo from the personal
collection of Prof. H.B. Seed; also available from the Steinbrugge collection,
Earthquake Engineering Research Center, U.C. Berkeley.)
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at the lower right in this photo is hydraulic fill shell material. The lighter-colored layers and lenses
are mainly sandy materials, with lesser silt content, and the darker striations are siltier materials
with variable but lesser sand content. In an enlarged, or “close-up” view of any one of the lighter
layers or bands, one would clearly see even thinner bands of lighter and darker (sandier and siltier)
materials representing additional sub-layering or striations at smaller thickness scales. The
hydraulic fill is “layered” (and sub-layered) at multiple scales. During the investigations of Seed
et al. (1989) thin-walled tube samples of the hydraulic fill material were X-rayed at Stanford
University Hospital in order to “target” specific sample segments for undrained residual strength
laboratory testing. The various sub-layers could be clearly discerned in the X-rays; facilitating
extrusion of specific sample segments. The Stanford Hospital technicians were interested in that
research effort, and performed this X-ray service gratis.
After completion of the hydraulic fill section, the dam was then raised further to a final
crest height of approximately 140 feet by adding a ground shale fill (GS), and then a rolled fill
(RF) consisting of clayey sand with gravel. A drainage berm (Drain) and a thin rockfill stability
berm (RF Berm) were subsequently added in 1930 and 1940, respectively, to the downstream side
to improve downstream stability. The alluvium at the base of the dam was not removed prior to
construction. As a result, the potentially liquefiable zones were the upstream (HFU) and
downstream (HFD) hydraulic fill shell zones, and the upper alluvium (UA). The lower alluvium
(LA) was denser, and not susceptible to liquefaction.
Engineering analysis of seismic soil liquefaction was in its infancy in 1971. Massive
liquefaction-induced damages had occurred in both the 1964 Niigata Earthquake in Japan, and in
the 1964 Alaskan earthquake, and those events had triggered significant research interest in
seismically-induced soil liquefaction. The 1971 San Fernando earthquake would add to that trend.
Almost exactly one year after the San Fernando earthquake of February 9, 1971, an
additional event added impetus to the initiation of U.S. national seismic dam safety programs; the
static (non-seismic) liquefaction-induced failure of the Buffalo Creek tailings dam on February 26,
1972 in West Virginia. This was not a seismic failure, but it was a liquefaction-induced failure,
and 125 lives were lost.
It became clear that the U.S. had no systematic programs to address seismic dam safety
with regard to potential soil liquefaction hazard for earthen embankment dams. In order to properly
implement a national seismic dam safety program, it was necessary to develop methods to
investigate and analyze seismic soil liquefaction risk for earthen dams. Ideally, approaches would
have to address soil liquefaction, and demonstrate that they could successfully (1) predict the
upstream flow slide in the LSFD, (2) successfully predict the non-failure on the downstream side
of the LSFD, and (3) successfully predict the only limited deformations (and principal
displacement modes) of the closely adjacent and similarly constructed Upper San Fernando Dam.
The 1971 to 1973 field investigations involved fairly extensive borings, sampling, and
laboratory testing. And they also involved in-situ SPT. But at that early time, efforts to develop
the use of in-situ tests (e.g. SPT) as a basis for development of relationships for evaluation of
liquefaction “triggering” potential were in their infancy. Accordingly, the 1971 to 1973 analyses
were based, instead, primarily on undrained cyclic triaxial testing. Both isotropically consolidated
undrained (IC-U) and anisotropically consolidated undrained (AC-U) cyclic triaxial tests were
performed to provide a basis for evaluation of liquefaction triggering hazard by the initial 19711973 investigation team. The AC-U C-TX tests were performed to evaluate the effects of initial
(gravity-driven) downslope shear stress bias on liquefaction potential (now known as Kα effects).
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Figure 5 briefly summarizes the dynamic response and soil liquefaction “triggering”
analyses performed for the Lower San Fernando Dam. This figure is a bit faint; it is something of
a “historic” document, and the original figure had been drafted with ink on vellum and was then
reduced in size to fit an 11 x 17-inch fold out page in the original 1973 investigation report.
The IC-U and AC-U cyclic triaxial (C-TX) testing results were processed to assess both
cyclic pore pressure generation and “cyclic shear strain potential” under C-TX testing conditions
as a function of initial gravity-induced static driving shear stress bias (Kα) and earthquake-induced
cyclic shear stress histories (on a horizontal plane) in each potentially liquefiable soil element. In
this context, Kα in the field is defined as Kα = τhv,i / σʹv,i , where σʹv,i is the initial (pre-earthquake)
vertical effective stress at a location, and τhv,i is the initial (pre-earthquake) gravity-induced static
shear stress on a horizontal plane at that location. A static finite element analysis of the dam and
foundation soils was then performed to evaluate both σʹv,i and τhv,i, and thus also Kα, in each soil
element with potentially liquefiable materials (saturated cohesionless soils).
A dynamic finite element seismic response analysis was next performed to calculate (1)
overall dynamic response of the dam embankment, and (2) the cyclic (earthquake-driven)
horizontal shear stress time history in each potentially liquefiable element. This analysis was
performed by the “equivalent linear” method. Initial elastic soil moduli were estimated, and
nonlinear curves representing (1) dynamic soil shear modulus (G) vs. shear strain (γ), and (2)
damping vs. shear strain for each significant soil unit (including non-liquefiable soils) were
developed. A linear elastic dynamic finite element analysis was then performed using a basal
seismic “input” motion developed by Prof. H. B. Seed, producing an initial overall linear elastic
dynamic response analysis, from which the maximum shear strain in each soil element could be
determined. Soil moduli and damping values were then adjusted in each soil element to values
compatible with approximately 65% of the maximum shear strain calculated in that element. The
elastic response analysis was then re-performed. This process was iteratively repeated until the
moduli and damping values in each soil element were satisfactorily “strain compatible” with the
resulting shear strains actually calculated. This “equivalent linear” approach to approximate
nonlinear dynamic response analysis was state of practice at that time.
The lower sub-figure in Figure 5 shows the input acceleration time history used, with amax
= 0.60g, and the top sub-figure shows the resulting calculated dam crest acceleration time history.
The shaded zones in the central sub-figure show zones judged likely to produce significant cyclic
pore pressures and earthquake-induced shear strains of greater than 20%, based on comparison
with the cyclic shear stress time history in each soil element vs. the relationships developed based
on the IC-U and AC-U cyclic triaxial tests. The black zones would achieve these high strain
potentials in the first 10.5 seconds of shaking, the diagonally hatched zones in the first 13.5 seconds
of shaking, and the horizontally hatched zones in the full 15 seconds of earthquake shaking.
Figure 6 summarizes the post-earthquake stability analyses that followed. There was no
useful characterization of post-liquefaction residual strength (Sr) back then, so the post-earthquake
stability analyses were performed assuming that liquefiable zones with calculated seismic shear
strain potential of greater than 20% (the shaded zones in Figures 4 and 5) had zero shear strength,
and the other soils (Crest Rolled Fill, Ground Shale, non-liquefied Shell and Foundation materials,
and the Clay Core) were modeled with peak shear strengths (no reductions for strain softening).
As shown in Figure 6, the calculated post-earthquake static Factor of Safety was FS = 1.06 for
these “average” (or best estimate) shear strengths. A second stability analysis was performed using
shear strengths in non-liquefied materials that reflected the effects of strain softening, and this
produced FS = 0.80. It was concluded that the post-earthquake FS was likely ≈ 0.80 to 1.06.
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Figure 5: Results of Seismic (Dynamic) Response Analyses and Liquefaction Triggering
Analyses Showing Zones of “High Cyclic Shear Strain Potential” in the Upstream
Downstream Shell Zones of the Lower San Fernando Dam (Seed et al., 1973)

Figure 6: Analysis of Stability of the Lower San Fernando Dam After Development of
Zones of High Shear Strain Potential (Seed et al., 1973)
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The heel scarps of Figure 6 do not match fully well with the observed final heel scarp in
the field, but it was postulated that additional retrogressive slip development (incrementally
progressive slice-by-slice sloughing) might then occur, extending the failure farther towards the
downstream side of the dam as (1) un-buttressing due to the initial slide progression developed
and (2) resulting incremental additional sliding (still crossing the liquefied soil zone at the base of
the upstream side of the core, and now also across the strain sensitive clay core) developed.
This produced a plausible engineering analysis and explanation of the observed
liquefaction-induced upstream flow slide, and these analyses also showed that the downstream
side of the embankment remained stable. That was an unprecedentedly successful back-analysis
“prediction” at that time, and it was judged that liquefaction-induced dam embankment failures
were becoming tractable to evolving engineering analysis capabilities. And that the new national
seismic dam safety programs dealing with potential seismic soil liquefaction hazard could proceed.
THE UPPER SAN FERNANDO DAM
Figure 7 shows a representative cross-section through the Upper San Fernando Dam
(USFD) at approximately the maximum height embankment section. The main body of the USFD
was constructed by similar methods, and with similar borrow materials, as the closely adjacent
LSFD, except that the main body of the dam was constructed only by hydraulic fill with no semihydraulic fill method employed (Davis et al., 2022). The two dams were designed and constructed
as part of the same overall project. Unlike the LSFD, however, the additional engineered fills
placed atop the hydraulic fill section did not extend the upstream and downstream faces at constant
continuing slopes up to a crest well above the top of the hydraulic fill section. Instead, a smaller
crest rise section (of rolled fill) was emplaced atop the upstream edge of the horizontal top deck
of the hydraulic fill section. This produced lower gravity-driven (non-seismic) shear stresses
towards both the upstream and downstream sides of the dam than those of the LSFD, which was
an important factor in the observed better performance of this dam during the earthquake.
Post-earthquake embankment displacements were measured by survey at three crosssections across the USFD (Seed et al., 1973), and additional displacements were subsequently
reported by Serff (1976). Figure 8 (Seed et al, 1973) shows the measured displacements of the
most central of these three cross-sections (the fine red dashed lines are added here to the original
figure to indicate the pre-earthquake configuration). Figure 9 shows a photograph of damage and
offset of the concrete facing on the upstream face of the USFD. This feature extended along nearly
the full crest length of the dam, and appeared to represent the heel scarp of a deep, curvilinear slip
surface (Figure 8) extending from the heel scarp feature that offset the upstream concrete facing,
and then arcing downward toward the base of the dam, and then travelling along the base of the
dam to exit at the downstream toe, as indicated by the heavy dashed red line in Figure 8 (also

Figure 7: Representative Cross-Section of the Upper San Fernando Dam (Seed et al., 1973)
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Figure 8: Observed Post-Earthquake Displacements of the USFD at Cross-Section B-B′
(Original Base Figure from Seed et al. 1973, with red dashed lines added to show
the pre-earthquake embankment profile and the basal shear slippage surface.)

Figure 9: Observed Post-Earthquake Damage and Displacement of the Upstream Concrete Facing
(Original photo from Seed et al., 1973; red dashed line and red arrow added here.)
added to the original figure here) and by the dashed red line and red arrow in Figure 9 (the dashed
red line, added to the original photo, is tangent to the concrete facing, and the red arrow indicates
both the direction and magnitude of displacement offset at this location).
Displacements varied somewhat at different cross-sections across the dam. Maximum
observed vertical crest loss was 2.5 to 3.0 feet, maximum lateral translation of the crest towards
the downstream direction was 4.9 to 6.0 feet, maximum lateral translation of the downstream slope
face was 7.2 to 8.7 feet, and maximum translation of the downstream toe was 3.6 to 5.3 feet.
The same procedures used for the LSFD were also used to analyze this observed
performance of the USFD. Cyclic pore pressure generation (and shear strain potential) were again
based on IC-U and AC-U cyclic triaxial testing. Static finite element analyses were performed to
evaluate initial (pre-earthquake) effective stresses within the dam embankment and the underlying
foundation soils, as well as initial gravity-driven horizontal shear stresses (and thus also Kα) in
each soil element. Equivalent linear dynamic response analyses were again performed to evaluate
cyclic shear stresses on horizontal planes within each potentially liquefiable soil element.
Figures 10 through 12 summarize the results of these investigations and analyses. Figure
10 summarizes the results of the dynamic response analyses, as well as the results of the
liquefaction triggering analyses. It shows the basal input motion applied (amax = 0.60g) and the re9

Figure 10: Results of Seismic (Dynamic) Response Analyses and Liquefaction Triggering
Analyses Showing Zones of “Liquefaction Failure” in the Upstream and
Downstream Shell Zones of the Upper San Fernando Dam (Seed et al., 1973)

Figure 11: Summary of Post-Earthquake Static Stability Analyses of the Upper San Fernando
Dam (Seed et al., 1973)
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Figure 12: Summary of Pseudo-Static Analyses of the Downstream Slope of the Upper San
Fernando Dam (Seed et al., 1973)
sulting calculated motions at (1) the crest, and (2) the top deck of the hydraulic fill section near
the downstream end. The shaded sections show the liquefaction analysis results. The black shaded
zones represent zones of “liquefaction failure” after 6 seconds of shaking, and the diagonally crosshatched sections show additional liquefied zones after the full 15 seconds of shaking. Figure 11
then shows the results of the follow-on post-liquefaction stability analyses. The post-earthquake
embankment was judged to be stable, with a minimum calculated FS ≈ 1.75, based on assumed
negligible shear strength in zones of calculated high liquefaction-induced shear strain potential
(the black and the cross-hatched zones).
Figure 12 summarizes the results of pseudo static analyses, showing two worst case
rotational potential dynamic shear surfaces with values of yield acceleration of ky = 0.43 and 0.55.
Based on this, the 1971-1973 investigation postulated that the embankment had experienced
significant seismically-induced liquefaction, but had remained overall statically stable, and that
the observed displacements had been the result of seismic inertial “lurching” of the weakened (due
to liquefaction) embankment along a deep-seated curvilinear shear surface extending from the
upper upstream face downward across the dam and then exiting at or near the downstream toe.
This conformed reasonably well with the observed field performance; and thus also satisfied the
need to demonstrate a feasible engineering analysis approach that would suitably explain the
observed performance of the Upper San Fernando Dam during the earthquake. Together with the
preceding analyses of the Lower San Fernando Dam, this was a landmark success at that time.
FIFTY YEARS OF PROGRESS
Fifty years have now elapsed since the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. Over that time there
have been numerous significant advances with regard to the analysis of seismic dam safety for
embankment dams potentially susceptible to seismic soil liquefaction. The advances have been so
numerous and significant that virtually none of the details of the evaluations and analyses of the
11

original 1971 to 1973 study described in the preceding sections are used today. It is not possible
within the length constraints of this paper to enumerate all of these advances in the state of
knowledge, and in the state of practice. Instead, a select few will be mentioned here:
1. Cyclic triaxial testing is no longer routinely used as a primary basis for evaluation of sitespecific (material-specific) cyclic pore pressure generation or liquefaction “triggering” hazard;
largely due to sample disturbance effects, and poorly-suited stress paths and boundary
conditions of cyclic triaxial tests, etc. Better stress paths and boundary conditions can be
achieved with cyclic simple shear tests and with hollow cylinder cyclic torsional tests, etc.; and
these (as well as cyclic triaxial tests) are used to study liquefaction phenomenologically, and to
inform development of increasingly advanced analytical models. But these tests do not reliably
reproduce the types of irregular and multi-directional cyclic simple shear loading that occurs in
the field. And sample disturbance effects (both during sampling and during sample trimming
and mounting and reconsolidation) also affect laboratory testing in a manner that cannot be fully
reliably corrected for with primarily cohesionless soils. As a result, in-situ testing, and
liquefaction triggering correlations based on back-analyses of field case histories of sites that
did, and did not, liquefy in actual earthquakes, are now generally the primary basis for site
characterization and calibration of analytical models for analyses of seismically-induced pore
pressure generation and triggering of liquefaction for most projects. In-situ testing methods here
include SPT, CPT, VS, BPT (Becker Penetrometer Test), etc.
2. Equivalent linear elastic finite element analyses are no longer used as a primary basis for
evaluation of cyclic pore pressure generation and/or triggering of liquefaction. Instead, the state
of practice has largely moved ahead to fully-coupled nonlinear seismic deformation analyses
(NDA) in which cyclic pore pressure generation (and often also cyclic contractive and dilatant
pore pressure behaviors) are continuously modeled during shaking; with the result that
progressive development of cyclically induced pore pressures during shaking continuously
affect (1) dynamic response, (2) earthquake-induced pore pressures and resulting changes in
shear strength and stiffness, and (3) accumulation of seismic deformations during shaking.
3. Analyses no longer end at the end of shaking. Analyses are increasingly continued after the end
of shaking to evaluate (1) whether or not conditions are statically stable at the end of shaking,
and (2) the nature and eventual final extent of still-ongoing gravity-driven deformations and
displacements after the end of shaking (and their effects on dam safety) if the end of shaking
conditions are not statically stable.
4. There have been significant advances with regard to engineering evaluation and use of postliquefaction residual strengths (Sr).
5. There have also been major advances in seismology, better informing and improving (1) the
evaluation of local and regional seismicity, and (2) the development of suites of suitable seismic
“input” motions for these types of analyses; both for forensic back-analyses and forward
engineering analyses and evaluations.
It is interesting to note that the two USFD and LSFD seismic performance case histories
have continued, over the past 50 years, to both inform and/or be used to check and verify these
advances, and many others. Together, these two case histories represent a relatively comprehensive
challenge and test for engineering analysis methods and tools for evaluation of expected seismic
performance of dams potentially susceptible to soil liquefaction. The challenge continues to be to
develop and test field investigation and engineering analysis methods that can, at a minimum, at
least (1) suitably “predict” the upstream flow failure of the LSFD, (2) suitably “predict” the non12

failure and only limited deformations of the downstream side of the LSFD, and (3) suitably
“predict” the non-failure, and limited (but non-zero) deformations and displacements of the nearby
and similarly constructed USFD. In recent years this challenge has evolved to increasingly also
include (4) prediction of the location and elevation of the observed heel scarp which represented
the residual “crest” of the LSFD in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake, (5) prediction of
the runout of the upstream flow slide, (6) prediction of the observed mechanism (shear surface)
that caused the limited to moderate seismic displacements of the USFD, and (7) making
reasonable/useful predictions of vertical crest loss, lateral crest displacement, heel scarp damage
to the upstream face, and lateral displacements of the downstream face and toe, for the USFD.
It should be noted that the two San Fernando Dam case histories have continued to be
important in research and ongoing advances and developments. As an example, Figure 13 shows
a forensic back-analysis of the LSFD upstream flow slide runout performed to evaluate postliquefaction residual strength (Sr) for this well-documented liquefaction-induced slope failure case
history by the incremental momentum method (Weber et al., 2015 and 2021). This approach can
at present be performed only as a forensic back-analysis wherein the final failure and runout
geometry is known; it cannot be employed as a forward engineering analysis. This analysis tracks
the acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the centroid (black dot) of the overall slide mass as
it initially accelerates downslope and out into the reservoir, and then decelerates (while still
moving) and eventually comes back to rest; as shown in the sub-figures at the bottom of Figure
12; which show “dots” representing (a) acceleration, (b) velocity, and (c) displacement of the
centroid of the overall slide mass at each of the five time steps represented by the sub-figures
above. This Figure can be “played” forward and backward in a slide show like a step-wise video;
this can give engineers a sense of the progression of the upstream flow slide. The interactive file
to play this forward and backwards is online at: https://www.jweber.sites.lmu.edu/more/lsfd-us/
This incremental momentum back-analysis has also led to further insight as to the upstream
flow slide mechanics. The original geoforensic investigation (Seed et al., 1973) hypothesized that
the upstream flow slide initiated along a failure surface similar to the one in Figure 5, and then
retrogressed (or raveled) further downstream across the central core zone towards the final
observed slide scarp in a series of subsequent sequential slices (by incremental sloughing). The
analysis in Figure 12 disproves that hypothesis. Instead, the upstream flow slide must have
originated at the downstream-most final slide heel scarp location, and the several “slices” just
upstream of this scarp must have all begun to move at approximately the same time, and then
progressively separated as the most upstream slice moved more quickly, while the most
downstream slice moved more slowly as it partially “hung up” on the stable adjacent heel scarp
surface; otherwise it is not kinematically possible for the two more downstream slices to “insert”
themselves so deeply beneath the adjacent slice on their immediate upstream side.
A COMPLEAT LIQUEFACTION HAZARD ANALYSIS FOR EARTHEN DAMS
The concept of a suitably fully complete analysis here has arisen over the past decade, and
it has been developed and tested in large part based on back-analyses of the two well-defined and
challenging Upper and Lower San Fernando Dam seismic performance case histories (Chowdhury,
2019; and Chowdhury et al., 2019), and it has been further extended to forward analyses of an inservice earthen dam (Chowdhury et al., 2021). The first two references cited here present the
results of application of selected suites of analytical models and analysis protocols to seismic NDA
back-analyses of the observed seismic performances of the USFD and the LSFD, and the third to
forward engineering analyses of an additional dam as part of a recent seismic evaluation.
13

Figure 13: Incremental Momentum Back-Analysis of the Liquefaction-Induced Flow Slide
in the Lower San Fernando Dam; Cross-Section E-E′ (Weber et al., 2015)
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These current studies have involved re-evaluation of the development of suitable “input”
seismic strong motion time histories for back-analyses of the USFD and the LSFD, incorporating
advances in understanding of fault rupture mechanisms, improved attenuation relationships,
improved understanding and modeling of near-field effects, etc. over the past 50 years.
The original (1971 - 1973) studies were based on the understanding that the earthquake had
initiated at depth on the San Fernando fault, a relatively steeply dipping thrust fault with some
strike slip potential as well, and then continued to rupture upwards toward the surface across a
shallower dipping upper section of this fault as illustrated in Figure 14 (Langston, 1978). This view
was subsequently updated (Heaton, 1982) based on (1) further inversions of regional instrumental
strong motion recordings, and (2) further mapping of observed ground surface fault displacement
features. The updated view, as illustrated in Figure 15, is that the rupture initiated at depth on the
Sierra Madre fault, and then as the rupture propagated upwards it transferred (re-initiated) to the
sub-parallel and slightly shallower dipping San Fernando fault, which then carried the rupture up
towards the surface. The red arrows (added here) in Figures 14 and 15 show the approximate
locations of the essentially co-located USFD and LSFD, and both figures also show the location
of Pacoima Dam (black arrow) on the up-thrown side of the Sierra Madre fault, where the nearest
modern strong motion recording instrument station was located. The Pacoima Dam abutment
instrument station recordings had a peak horizontal acceleration of 1.26g, which was the highest
horizontal acceleration ever recorded up to that time, and several very strong “pulses” that were
also considered unusual at that time. That led to several investigations of potential topographic
effects at the abutment recording station, but those were inconclusive.
Now, 50 years later, near-field effects are better understood, and it is recognized that these
strong motion recordings all show classic near-field effects. All three dams (Pacoima Dam, USFD
and LSFD) are (1) on the hanging wall of a steeply dipping thrust fault, and (2) in close proximity
to the upwardly propagating rupture. All three dams would therefore be expected to experience
significant near-field effects including (1) “pulse-like” forward directivity influenced motions due
to the rupture propagating upwards towards the dams, (2) “fling steps” as the dams all experienced
permanent underlying seismic ground displacement offsets, and (3) hanging wall effects also
potentially affecting energy concentrations in the near field on the up-thrown block.
Figure 16 shows a plan view of this complicated situation. The USFD and the LSFD are
both on the upthrust side of the San Fernando thrust fault, in close proximity to the fault, and the
rupture propagated upwards towards them; producing significant near-field effects. Similarly,
Pacoima Dam is on the upthrust side of the Sierra Madre fault, and in close proximity to the fault,
also producing significant near field effects.
Figure 16 also shows the original epicenter location, which was used by Prof. H. B. Seed
as a basis for development of the “input” motions shown in Figures 5 and 10, and it also shows the
now updated epicentral location. Attenuation relationships were simpler in the early 1970’s, and
Prof. Seed plotted instrumentally measured maximum horizontal accelerations recorded at rock
sites, irrespective of azimuthal direction, as a function of distance from the initially estimated
epicenter, and then used this relationship to scale a strong motion recording from the Pacoima
Dam abutment instrument rotated to a direction orthogonal to the crest of the USFD; by initially
trimming three large acceleration pulses to maximum peak accelerations of 0.9g, and then further
scaling the modified/trimmed record to a peak acceleration of 0.60 g. This motion was used as the
input motion for the original 1973 back-analyses of the USFD (see Figure 10). A second potential
input motion was developed by Prof. Ron Scott of Cal Tech, who cleverly processed the contin15
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Figure 14: Initial Postulated Fault Rupture
Mechanism (Langston, 1978)
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Figure 15: Updated Fault Rupture Mechanism
(Heaton, 1982)
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Figure 16: Regional Plan View Showing the Locations of the USFD, the LSFD and Pacoima
Dam, as Well as Documented Surface Fault Rupture Expression (Chowdhury, 2019)
uous trace on an earlier (more old-fashioned) seismoscope on the abutment of the LSFD to develop
a potential horizontal acceleration time history orthogonal to the crest of the LSFD. This was
considered a less reliable time history, as it was difficult to precisely infer “time” on the multidirectional seismoscope traces. Prof. Scott noticed a subtle resonant vibration of the seismoscope
stylus, however, and used that as a basis for inferring time. Prof. Seed scaled the resulting crestperpendicular motion to a maximum value of 0.60 g, and this motion was used as the input motion
for the original 1973 back-analyses of the LSFD (see Figure 5).
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Figure 16 shows modeling of the updated understanding of the actual 1971 earthquake
rupture mechanics, including post-earthquake surface mapping of surface fault offset expressions
along the San Fernando fault, and of fainter surface expressions along a section of the Sierra Madre
fault just northwest of the USFD and LSFD. This figure also illustrates stochastic forward
modeling of the 1971 event using the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) broadband
platform simulation (BPP) (Maechling et al., 2015) performed as part of these current studies
(Chowdhury, 2019), as an additional element of these current studies. In these (updated) studies,
new sets of input motions were developed for the USFD and the LSFD. These took advantage of
new information, and four sets of improved NGA-West2 attenuation relationships capable of
dealing with complex rupture geometries and near-field effects (http://peer.berkeley.edu/). An equal
0.25 weighting factor was used for each of the four (out of five available) NGA-West2 ground
motion prediction equations (GMPE’s) employed here. These four NGA-West2 GMPE’s are (1)
Abrahamson, Silva, and Kamai (2014), (2) Boore, Stewart, Seyhan, and Atkinson (2013), (3)
Campbell and Bozorgnia (2014), and (4) Chiou and Youngs (2013). Advantage was also taken of
a suite of stochastic simulations performed using the Southern California Earthquake Center
(SCEC) broadband platform simulation (BPP) to perform stochastic modeling of the detailed fault
rupture mechanism, with stochastic randomization of actual rupture propagation and fault rupture
surface energy release intensities, compatible with overall estimates based on inversions of
regional instrumental recordings. Details are presented in Chowdhury (2019).
Input motions were developed for both the USFD and the LSFD using strong motions
recorded at the Pacoima Dam abutment recording station during the 1971 earthquake. These were
rotated to directions orthogonal to the crests of (1) the USFD and (2) the LSFD, and then both
rotated motions were scaled to both (1) amax = 0.65g and (2) amax = 0.80g, representing the “best
estimate” of the likely range for these updated studies. Two sets of motions were developed for
each dam; one set employing the “traditional” instrumental and baseline corrections protocols of
the NGA program, which eliminate near-field effects associated with permanent displacement
offset at the recording station while preserving pulse effects, and a second set which were specially
processed by Prof. Norm Abrahamson of U.C. Berkeley to perform instrumental and baseline
correction while specifically preserving near field effects including permanent displacement offset.
These four sets of motions can, of course, also be further scaled to produce stronger and weaker
input earthquake motions. The analyses presented in this current paper use these updated crestorthogonal motions for each of the two dams, without preservation of displacement offset, in a
direction orthogonal to each dam crest, and each scaled to amax = 0.80g (Chowdhury, 2019).
(1) THE LOWER SAN FERNANDO DAM
The studies of Chowdhury (2019) and Chowdhury et al. (2019) involved performing
nonlinear seismic deformation analyses (NDA) of the USFD and the LSFD, employing different
combinations of (1) four different analytical and/or constitutive models developed for NDA
analyses of geotechnical problems involving potential soil liquefaction, (2) three different SPTbased liquefaction triggering relationships to calibrate the four analytical models, and (3) three
different post-liquefaction residual strength (Sr) relationships. Four out of the six back-analyses of
the LSFD were considered very successful; correctly predicting the observed behaviors, including
details such as accurately predicting the location and elevation of the top of the post-earthquake
heel scarp that represented the remaining effective “crest” of the dam within an elevational
accuracy of +/- 3 feet or better. Two of the analyses were unsuccessful. One failed to predict the
occurrence of the observed upstream liquefaction flow failure, and one incorrectly predicted partial
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development and minor to moderate (but non-negligible) displacement of the potential
downstream slide, resulting in a residual crest (the top of the slide heel scarp) that was too low.
Due to length constraints, only one LSFD back-analysis will be presented here; LSFD
Analysis No. 6 in Chowdhury (2019). This analysis used the most “complex” of the four analytical
models; the Wang2D model (Wang and Ma, 2019) which represents a two-dimensional
implementation of the fully three-dimensional Wang3D model. This is a bounding surface
plasticity model developed specifically for fully-coupled seismic response and seismicallyinduced pore pressure generation (liquefaction) NDA analyses. The Wang2D model was
parameterized here to conform to the SPT-based liquefaction triggering relationship of Cetin et al.
(2018), and it was further parameterized (Wang and Ma, 2019) with regard to behavioral details
using the cyclic simple shear data set of Kammerer and Wu (2004; a, b).
Both analyses presented in this paper (for the LSFD, and then for the USFD) will use the
liquefaction triggering relationship of Cetin et al. (2018); this liquefaction triggering relationship
produced successful results in all analyses in which it was used (for both the USFD and the LSFD)
in the studies of Chowdhury (2019). Similarly, both analyses presented here will use the postliquefaction residual strength (Sr) relationship of Weber et al. (2015); which provides SPT-based
predictions of Sr as a nonlinear function of both N1,60 and initial effective vertical stress. This
relationship was also successful in applications to analyses of both dams (Chowdhury, 2019).
Figure 3 shows the mesh used for all back-analyses of the LSFD. Table 1 presents the
representative effective overburden stress-corrected, and fines-corrected, N1,60,CS values used to
characterize each of the potentially liquefiable soil zones in Figure 3, and for each the three
different liquefaction triggering relationships used in the overall studies to date (Chowdhury,
2019). Each of these relationships make slightly different adjustments and corrections in
developing N1,60,CS values from raw SPT N-values. The Weber et al. (2015, 2021) post-liquefaction
residual strength (Sr) relationship uses exactly the same conventions as the Cetin et al. (2018)
Table 1: Representative Corrected Pre-Earthquake SPT N1,60,CS and SPT N1,60,CS-Sr Blow
Counts for the LSFD Hydraulic Fill Shell Zones for the Three Liquefaction
Triggering Relationships Used in the Studies of Chowdhury (2019)

Average PreEQ N1,60,CS
for
Liquefaction
Triggering

Average
Pre-EQ
N1,60,CS for
for Seed and
Harder, Sr
(1990)

Average PreEarthquake
N1,60,CS for
Liquefaction
Triggering

Average
Pre-EQ
N1,60,CS for
for Idriss and
Boulanger, Sr
(2015)

Cetin et al.
(2018)
Average
Pre-EQ N1,60,CS
for both Liquef.
Triggering and
Weber et al.
(2015, 2021) Sr

18.2

16.7

18.4

17.4

16.6

16.0

13.9

15.7

14.1

14.2

21.5

19.2

22.8

22.2

19.5

14.8

12.5

14.5

12.6

12.8

Youd et al. (2001)
Soil Layer

HFU-1 and
HFD-1
HFU-2 and
HFD-2
HFU-3 and
HFD-3
HFU-4 and
HFD-4

Boulanger and Idriss (2014)
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liquefaction triggering relationship, so the last column of Table 1 represents the N1,60,CS values
used for both (1) modeling of cyclic pore pressure generation, and (2) evaluation of post-liquefaction residual strength (Sr) for the analyses presented in this paper. The Upper Alluvium (UA) was
modeled in this analysis with N1,60,CS = 16.7 blows/ft., and the Lower Alluvium was denser and
was not susceptible to seismically induced liquefaction.
It is also necessary to characterize the strengths of non-liquefiable materials.
Characterizations of these (also corresponding to the soil zones of Figure 3) are as follow:
Crest Section Rolled Fill (RF):
Ground Shale (GS):
D/S Drainage Berm:
D/S Rockfill Stability Berm:
Puddled Central Clay Core (CC):

c′ = 300 psf, and ø′ = 31 ̊
c′ = 500 psf, and ø′ = 27 ̊
ø′ = 37 ̊
c′ = 100 psf, and ø′=37 ̊
Su/σ′v,i = 0.24, and Sensitivity = 3, so Su,residual/σ′v,i = 0.08

In this analysis, potentially liquefiable soil elements “transition” to post-liquefaction
strength (Sr) if they meet either of two criteria:
1. When cyclic pore pressure generation (Ru,seis) reaches Ru,seis ≥ 0.7 at any stage during
shaking, where Ru,seis = Δucyclic / σʹv,i , or
2. When seismically-induced shear strain (γ) reaches γ ≥ 10% at any stage during shaking.
This transition to Sr is an important element of these analyses. The transition to Sr is
intended to represent an irreversible change in material behavior, including localized void
redistribution effects not well-addressed in most critical state based analytical and constitutive
models. Accordingly, the values of Sr used here are those predicted by the SPT-based relationship
of Weber et al. (2015), as recently updated in Weber et al. (2021), which is based on back-analyses
of full-scale field case histories of liquefaction-induced failures in which void redistribution effects
occurred, and which produced large displacements or flow slides. This relationship predicts postliquefaction residual strength (Sr) as a function of both N1,60,CS and initial effective vertical stress.
The “puddled” central clay core consisted of randomly alternating layers and lenses of clay,
and with some layers and lenses of siltier materials, and even some sands, especially near the
upstream and downstream edges. The clayey elements of this core were normally consolidated,
and were thus strain sensitive (Sensitivity = Su,peak / Su,residual = 3). These materials would also be
susceptible to cyclic strain softening under cyclic loading. Accordingly, shear strength under
strong seismic loading was initially modeled with a 20% reduction as Su /σ′v,i = 0.192. If calculated
shear strains exceeded 10% in a given element, additional strength reductions were then
incrementally applied, up to a maximum reduction to residual strength of Su,residual /σ′v,i = 0.08 for
fully residual conditions at very large strains. We note that in our experience, when geotechnical
engineers are involved in “liquefaction” analyses, they sometimes neglect to also consider and
model cyclic softening and strain softening behaviors (including shear strength reduction) in
cohesive, clayey soils. To neglect these would be potentially dangerously unconservative here.
Figures 17 through 19 show the results of this NDA analysis. Figure 17 shows conditions
at the end of shaking. Figure 17(a) shows maximum values of Ru,seis that occurred in each potentially liquefiable soil element at any point in time during shaking, Figure 17(b) shows calculated
maximum shear strains developed, and Figure 17(c) shows the moderately deformed mesh at the
end of shaking. As shown in Figure 17(a), there was significant seismic pore pressure generation
in both the upstream and downstream sandy and silty sandy hydraulic fill “shell” zones; especially
in the upstream zones HFU-2 and HFU-4, and in the lowest downstream hydraulic fill shell zone
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LSFD Analysis 6: Wang2D model, with the Cetin et al. (2018) Liquefaction Triggering
Relationship, and the Weber et al. (2015) Sr Relationship

(a) Maximum value of Ru,seismic recorded in each element
Crest loss = 7.9 feet

(b) Shear strain (percent), with the inset shear strain scale set to maximum of 50 percent
Crest loss = 7.9 feet

(c) Deformed mesh
Figure 17: Results of LSFD Analysis No. 6 at the End of Shaking
vs.

Top of heel scarp (Elev. 1,116.9 ft vs.
1,114 ft actually observed)

Deformations are
still ongoing

(a) Shear strain (percent), with the inset shear strain scale set to maximum of 200 percent
Crest loss = 31 feet (and still ongoing)
Top of heel scarp (Elev. 1,116.9 ft vs.
1,114 ft actually observed)

Deformations are
still ongoing

(b) Deformed mesh

Figure 18: Results of LSFD Analysis No. 6 at the Time When the NDA Analysis was Halted
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Top of heel scarp (Elev. 1,116.9 ft )

Deformations are
still ongoing

Figure 19: Figure 17(b) Repeated, with Graphical Annotation
HFD-4. Cyclic pore pressure generation on the downstream side occurred only below the phreatic
surface. Based on the dual criteria for triggering and transition to post liquefaction residual
strength (Sr), liquefaction-induced transition to Sr occurred across the full base of the downstream
shell zone. But the shear surface necessary for instability must also pass beneath the two
downstream drainage and stability berms. As shown in Figure 19, the path is a long one, and the
available post-liquefaction residual strengths (Sr) along that path are sufficient to safely maintain
overall downstream stability. The portions of the three other downstream hydraulic fill zones that
were saturated (below the phreatic surface) also transitioned to Sr. The upstream hydraulic fill
zones were all saturated, and HFU-1, HFU-2 and HFU-4 all transitioned to Sr along nearly their
full lengths, and so did a lesser portion of zone HFU-3. These transitions to Sr were applied at the
end of shaking in this Wang2D dynamic shaking analysis, and they were thus in place for the postshaking flow slide runout analyses that followed. At the end of this paper, a similar seismic NDA
analysis is presented for the USFD using the Roth model; in those USFD analyses soil elements
transition to Sr in real time (during shaking) as they meet criteria for triggering of liquefaction.
Figure 17(b) shows shear strains at the end of shaking. Close inspection suggests that two
potential instability failures may be forming. One would be a semi-rotational upstream failure
surface beginning high on the downstream face of the dam, and then arcing downwards across the
weak puddled central clay core zone, and then travelling along the largely liquefied base of the
dam within the base of the upstream side sandy and silty sandy hydraulic fill to reach the upstream
toe. The other potential failure surface is essentially a mirror image; a semi-rotational downstream
failure surface originating high on the upstream face of the dam, and then arcing downwards across
central puddled clay core zone and then travelling along the largely liquefied base of the dam
towards the downstream toe.
Time does not stop “at the end of shaking”. And gravity does not stop at the end of shaking
either. Accordingly, the analysis was continued forward after the end of shaking under only
gravity-driven loading. Under gravity impetus (only), the upstream slide feature continued to
develop, and became a liquefaction-induced upstream flow slide, as shown in Figures 18 and 19.
And as was actually observed during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake.
The potential downstream slide, on the other hand, slowed and stopped and the downstream
side of the dam remained stable, as the combined shear resistances of the post-liquefaction residual
strengths (Sr) at the base of the downstream shell, plus the shear resistances of the two downstream
berms, were sufficient to maintain overall downstream stability. As shown in Figure 17(a), the
downstream potential stability failure “tried” to exit by either of two mechanisms: (1) by passing
beneath the two downstream berms, or (2) by arcing upwards to exit at approximately the middle
of the downstream face of the dam; but it was safely restrained. The combination of remaining
post-liquefaction strengths in the downstream shell, and the reduced shear strengths in the central
puddled clay core, and the shear strengths of the two supporting buttresses (and their underlying
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foundation soils), were sufficient to safely prevent a downstream side flow failure. It should be
noted that the color scales of the shear strain scales of Figures 17(b) and 18(a) are different (for
clarity); turning “white” at shear strains of greater than 50%, or greater than 200%, respectively.
Shear strains in Figure 18(a) are significantly larger than those in Figure 17(b).
As shown in Figures 18(a) and (b), the top of the lip of the upstream flow slide heel scarp
occurred in these analyses at an elevation of 1,116.9 feet, in close agreement with the elevation of
+ 1,114 feet actually observed in the field after the earthquake. That represents good engineering
agreement, and that is important because it was only the top of the lip of this scarp that remained
as the post-earthquake interim “crest” to retain the reservoir until it could be safely drawn down.
This level of agreement can be further improved as an additional analysis is next performed
to evaluate additional post-earthquake settlements due to volumetric reconsolidation, as
seismically induced pore pressures eventually dissipate. A FISH function can be written within
FLAC to track the cyclic shear stress time history on a horizontal plane in each potentially
liquefiable (non-clayey) soil element (including both saturated and non-saturated elements), and
these cyclic shear stress histories can be used, in conjunction with the method of Cetin et al. (2009),
which is based on processing and analysis of laboratory undrained cyclic testing (and subsequent
post-cyclic loading reconsolidation) data sets from researchers in Japan, the U.S. and Turkey
(Tokimatsu and Seed, 1984; Ishihara and Yoshimine, 1992; Shamato et al.; 1998; Kammerer and
Wu; 2004, and Cetin et al.; 2009) to estimate post-earthquake volumetric reconsolidation in each
potentially liquefiable soil element (including elements that fully “liquefied” as well as elements
that experienced only partial cyclic pore pressure increases). In this case, the additional vertical
settlement of the point representing the top of the heel scarp in Figure 17(b) is approximately an
additional 1.6 feet due to volumetric reconsolidation, to reach a final elevation of +1,115.3 feet
(vs. +1,114 feet actually observed). The volumetric reconsolidation settlement of 1.6 feet is due
primarily to post-earthquake reconsolidation of the lower layer of the downstream side hydraulic
fill (Layer HFD-4), with lesser additional contributions from Layer HFD-3 (which was denser)
and Layers HFD-2 and HFD-1 (which only partially underlay the post-earthquake interim crest).
This analysis of post-earthquake volumetric reconsolidation is still under development, and these
results should be considered somewhat preliminary.
There is no figure showing seismically induced pore pressures in Figure 18, because there
was no additional seismic shaking and thus no additional cyclic pore pressure generation; so Figure
17(a) still represents maximum seismic pore pressure generation at any point in time.
Figure 19 repeats Figure 18(b), but with graphical annotation. The heavy dashed line
indicates the main failure surface for the upstream liquefaction-induced flow slide. The finer
dashed lines indicate the essentially “mirror image” potential failure that began to develop towards
the downstream side, but which was safely halted by the combination of available Sr across the
base of the downstream shell plus the buttressing resistance of the two downstream berms. It is
interesting to note that the uppermost portion of the (halted) downstream potential failure surface
was dislocated (or offset) by the faster moving upstream flow slide. That reduced the driving mass
available to foment the downstream instability, as the crest section of the dam was partially carried
away (towards the upstream side) as part of the faster moving upstream flow slide. It is also noted
that the downstream failure surface might have developed a bit further if the two downstream
berms had not been added after the initial construction of the dam.
Finally, it can be noted in Figure 19 that there were at least two potential heel scarps for
the upstream flow slide, as indicated by the heavy dashed line for the main slide scarp that was
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actually observed, and a second scarp-like feature that occurred immediately upstream of the main
scarp, nearer to the crest, as indicated by the finely dotted line. It is within the area between these
two potential failure scarps where the three heel scarp “slices” shown in Figure 2(a) and in Figure
13 originated; indicating a zone potentially prone to development of multiple slices. As were
actually observed in the field. On balance, this back-analysis represents a remarkably accurate and
surprisingly insightful “prediction” of the upstream flow slide that occurred on February 9, 1971.
Figure 18 presents the results of LSFD Analysis No. 6 “at the time when the analysis was
halted”. This warrants discussion. There are a number of reasons why analysts “halt” a nonlinear
seismic deformation analysis of a dam or similar. The protocols for halting the analyses performed
by Chowdhury et al. (2019) are very deliberative and specific. The analyses are halted either (1)
when the embankment becomes stable and movements have ceased to occur (not due to mesh lock)
under gravity loading, or (2) deformations and displacements are continuing to occur, but the
mechanisms and overall engineering conclusions are clear and it is not deemed necessary to
continue. In the case of LSFD Analysis No. 6, as summarized in Figures 17 through 19,
deformations were still ongoing when the analysis was halted. As shown in Figure 19, the original
dam crest had dropped below the lip of the heel scarp of the upstream flow slide, and the lip of the
scarp now controlled the safe containment of the reservoir. Continuing to re-mesh (to partially
overcome numerical difficulties caused by excessive mesh distortion) is tedious and timeconsuming if done carefully, and even if performed carefully solution accuracy progressively
suffers with increasing re-meshing. It is fairly common to discontinue the analysis at this juncture,
based on the argument that there is not much more to be learned.
And there are unacceptable reasons for halting a seismic NDA analysis. These include not
understanding that the analysis should be continued forward at all after shaking; under gravity
loading only. Or simply stopping because re-meshing has become tedious and time consuming. Or
stopping because of recommendations involving potentially unconservative criteria or protocols.
An example here is a relatively widely used recommendation that suggests that “end of shaking”
displacements can be doubled (multiplied by two) to provide an estimate of final displacements.
In the case of the Lower San Fernando Dam, “at the end of shaking” the vertical crest loss in Figure
17 is 7.9 feet, and the maximum lateral displacement at or near the upstream toe is approximately
2 feet. Doubling these values would result in prediction of 15.8 feet of vertical crest loss, and
approximately 4 feet of lateral movement at the upstream toe. Actual observed vertical crest loss
(vertical displacement of the original crest section) was approximately 70 feet, and actual observed
lateral translation of the upstream toe was approximately 255 feet. Simply multiplying the “end
of shaking” displacements by a factor of two would underestimate the actual observed field
displacements by factors of about 4.5 (vertical crest loss) to 64 (lateral displacement of upstream
toe), respectively, and would be dangerously unconservative.
This analysis of the LSFD will next be continued forward. Sometimes it is of engineering
importance to make an analysis of the likely full runout of the flow slide, and then to further
evaluate/analyze the resulting full runout conditions because that provides a basis for (1) assessing
the risk of additional secondary crest stability failure(s) due to reduction in buttressing support for
the flow slide scarp left behind, (2) assessing the degree to which the top portion of the slide scarp
(which is now the post-earthquake effective interim damaged crest) can be counted upon to provide
a barrier to either through passage, or over-passage, of reservoir waters, which might result in
erosive failure and resulting uncontrolled overtopping failure, (3) assessing the risk that the toe of
the flow slide mass might either impact or bury critical infrastructure (e.g. knocking over and
partially burying the concrete intake tower near the right abutment of the LSFD just when all
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available outlet capacity was urgently needed), etc. Procedures to make increasingly useful
predictions of slide runout are improving, and this is becoming a useful and analytically feasible
additional element of these types of analyses when runout geometry, extent, and potential resulting
secondary consequences or failure modes may matter. Two examples of such procedures follow.
(a) A Simplified Liquefaction Runout Analysis; and Corollary Evaluation of Potential Dam
Safety Consequences:
A simplified analysis of full runout of the upstream flow slide can be performed to evaluate
flow slide runout, and this can be coupled with subsequent analyses of potential risk of overall
embankment failure due to (1) potential secondary stability failures of the post-earthquake residual
crest, (2) overtopping, (3) uncontrolled seepage flow through cracks at the post-earthquake
residual crest, or (4) development of unfiltered through-seepage exiting on the downstream face
of the post-earthquake residual crest section and potential piping failure. The simplified flow slide
runout analysis can be performed in four main steps, as illustrated in Figures 20(a) through (d).
The first step (Figure 20(a)) is to evaluate the overall static Factor of Safety for a condition
wherein liquefaction is assumed to trigger instantaneously, with a transition to post-liquefaction
residual strength (Sr) along failure surfaces defined as likely to liquefy by the preceding fully
coupled NDA analyses. For liquefied soils, these residual strengths are based on the postliquefaction Sr relationship of Weber et al. (2021). Based on shear strains already developed,
residual strengths are also assigned to other (non-liquefiable) materials that comprise the rest of
the critical upstream flow failure basal slide surface. These are (1) an arced shear failure surface
across the puddled central clay core, modeled as Su,residual/σ′v,i = 0.08, (2) a shear failure surface
through the crest section Rolled Fill (RF), modeled as ø′residual = 29 ̊ , and c′ = 100 psf, and (3) a
shear failure surface through the crest section Ground Shale (GS), modeled as ø′residual = 27 ̊ and
c′ = 150 psf. The use of residual strengths along these segments of the failure surface is informed
by the preceding NDA analyses, but in Step (a) these strengths are assigned to the un-deformed
embankment cross-section (the “before” failure geometry); matching the “Before and After” postliquefaction forensic analysis approach of Weber et al. (2015, 2021) for evaluation of postliquefaction Sr from failure case histories. As shown in Figure 19(a), the result is FSbefore = 0.50.
The second step (Figure 20(b)) employs Figure 4-8 from Weber et al. (2021), which shows
a plot of coupled values of (1) FSbefore (for the un-deformed slope or embankment, but with fully
residual strengths), and (2) FSafter (for the residual, or fully displaced slope or embankment
geometry; with fully residual strengths) from forensic back-analyses of 14 well-defined
liquefaction-induced large displacement and/or flow slide forensic field case histories. As shown
in this figure; the lower the “before” displacement value of FSbefore, the larger the resulting full
runout “after” value of FSafter for the final residual (“after”) geometry. This is because lower initial
FSbefore values produce more initial downslope acceleration, and thus more accumulation of
downslope momentum, and it then requires larger final displacements to reduce the accumulated
momentum back to zero. This is illustrated using Figure 13, which presents one of these 14 forensic
back-analyses (for the actual post-liquefaction strength forensic back-analyses of the LSFD
upstream flow failure case history, Cross-Section E-E′, which is Case #4 in Figure 4-8). In Figure
13, the initial (top) sub-figure represents the initial un-deformed embankment geometry; the
corresponding “before” value of Factor of Safety (with fully residual strengths along the basal
liquefaction flow slide failure surface) is FSbefore = 0.597 for Cross-Section E-E′, and in the bottom
sub-figure of Figure 13, the final “after” geometry value of Factor of Safety (at completion of full
runout) is FSafter = 2.22 for Cross-Section E-E′.
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FS = 0.50

vs.

(a) Evaluation of Initial (Undeformed) Post-Liquefaction Factor of Safety (FSbefore) Assuming
Instantaneous Transition of Liquefied Soils to Post-Liquefaction Strength (Sr)

(b) Figure 4-8 from Weber et al. (2021)
Showing A Plot of Initial and Final PostLiquefaction Factors of Safety (FSbefore and
FSafter) from 14 Forensic Back-Analyses of
Large-Displacement Liquefaction-Induced
Slope Failures and/or Flow Slides

Figure 20: Simplified Method for Estimation of Full Runout of Upstream Liquefaction Flow Slide
and Evaluation of Risk of Post-Earthquake Failure of the Remaining (Damaged) Crest
(Steps a and b)
For this current “forward” analysis of the LSFD Cross-Section F-F′, the calculated value
of FSbefore = 0.50 from Figure 20(a) is entered into Figure 20(b), and then a “best estimate” value
of FSafter = 2.24 is inferred, at the intersection of this vertical red line at FS = 0.50 with the dashed
red line that indicates the best-estimate overall relationship. The red line with arrows at each end
indicates that the maximum likely range is FSafter ≈ 1.67 to 3.3. For this forward analysis example,
only the best-estimate value of FSafter = 2.24 will be carried forward in this analysis of expected
runout. In a full forward engineering evaluation of potential seismic risk for an actual dam, similar
analyses might also be performed with a somewhat broader range of values within the “likely”
upper and lower bound values of FSafter ≈ 1.67 to 3.3, but not necessarily using the full range.
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The third step of this simplified analysis is illustrated in the upper-most sub-figure of
Figure 20(c). The overall soil mass within the liquefaction-induced large displacement or flow
slide region (the material above the basal failure surface, and within the dashed lines) is then redistributed by extending the flow slide toe displacement to a selected distance, and then assuming
a linear (constant slope) face of the displaced flow failure mass (overall flow slide mass is held
constant, as represented by the paler pink color), producing a resulting top of slope intersection
with the slide scarp. The slide surface at the base of the flow mass “stretches out”, and also slides
past the lower slide surface; when two materials of different shear strength abut each other (top
over bottom) along the slip surface the lower of the two strengths controls. This is a tedious
analysis to perform by hand, but it can be successfully accomplished with standard available static
(non-seismic) conventional slope stability software, and the details are presented in Weber et al.
(2021b). The resulting value of FSafter (for fully residual strengths) is then calculated, and
compared to the target values as defined previously in Figure 20(b). The extent of toe runout is
then modified, and this process is performed iteratively, until the displaced geometry results in the
targeted value of FSafter. The top sub-figure of Figure 20(c) shows the results of this procedure for
the targeted best-estimate value of FSafter = 2.24.
The second and third sub-figures of Figure 20(c) show the original forensic mapping of
Cross-Section F-F′, which is the section being analyzed here. The fourth sub-figure shows the
original forensic mapping of the adjacent Cross-Section E-E′, which is the re-interpreted forensic
mapping (Seed et al., 1991 and Castro et al., 1991) that is likely the best representation of details
of the flow slide heel scarp details. Cross-Sections E-E′ and F-F′ were the two most central of the
four post-earthquake forensic cross-sections developed through the dam embankment (CrossSections D-D′, E-E′, F-F′ and G-G′), and the lowest point atop the upstream slide scarp lip that
defined the “top of crest” after the flow slide had occurred was located between these two crosssections. The third sub-figure in Figure 20(c) adds a dashed line to the second sub-figure above it
to indicate the “predicted” final flow slide runout slope surface based on the simplified method.
As shown in Figure 20(c), this simplified full runout analysis method produces reasonably
good overall engineering results, but (a) somewhat over-predicts observed toe runout, and also
slightly under-predicts the remaining residual buttressing of the post-earthquake heel scarp that
became the interim effective dam crest. The simplified runout method predicts maximum lateral
translation of the upstream toe of approximately 363 feet, and the actual maximum runout distance
at Cross-Section F-F′ was approximately 255 feet. This simplified method runout analysis provides
a reasonably good (and slightly conservative) overall match with observed field behavior, and a
reasonably good (and slightly conservative) engineering prediction of the residual post-earthquake
buttressing available to support the upstream side of the top lip of the slide scarp that becomes the
effective post-earthquake interim dam crest; largely because it cannot reliably “predict” the
“hanging” heel scarp slice that was actually observed at both Cross-Sections E-E′ and F-F′ adjacent
to the top of the flow slide scarp. It is very difficult to reliably predict this type of beneficial scarp
support. This is addressed further in the next section of this paper.
The surfaces of actual flow slide runout sections are not straight lines, and the three blue
arrows in the bottom three sub-figures of Figure 19(c) indicate “low spots” where the tops of the
observed flow slide surfaces have low spots that are below the locations predicted by the constant
slope assumed in the simplified runout method. This will be discussed further in Section (c) which
presents a more advanced (MPM) flow slide runout analysis.
The final step is then to evaluate potential risk of overall embankment failure due to (1)
potential overtopping failure, (2) potential secondary stability failures of the post-earthquake
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Cross-Section F-F’

FS = 2.24

Cross-Section F-F’

Cross-Section F-F’

Cross-Section E-E’

(c) Estimated Final Runout Based On Post-Liquefaction Strength and FSafter = 2.24 (top
figure), and Comparison with Actual Observed Runout at Cross-Sections F-F′ (middle
two sub-figures) and E-E′ (bottom sub-figure)
Figure 20: Simplified Method for Estimation of Full Runout of Upstream Liquefaction Flow Slide
and Evaluation of Risk of Post-Earthquake Failure of the Remaining (Damaged) Crest
(Step c)
interim/residual crest, that might lead to potential overtopping and failure, (3) potential seepage
flow through cracks at the post-earthquake residual crest, and resulting erosion and overtopping
failure, or (4) potential development of unfiltered through-seepage exiting on the downstream face
of the post-earthquake residual crest section, initiating piping erosion and eventual resulting
overtopping failure.
Figure 20(d) illustrates the evaluation of static slope stability with regard to risk of potential
secondary failure due to un-buttressing of the flow slide scarp lip that now represents the predicted
post-earthquake effective interim dam crest. The first sub-figure represents immediate postearthquake conditions (and a phreatic surface in the upstream shell that is unchanged from just
prior to the earthquake) with a calculated value of FS = 1.79 (solid lines) by Spencer’s Method,
with peak shear strengths, and FS = 1.03 with fully residual strengths. It is not fully clear whether
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(i) Short-Term Conditions

Residual Strength, FS = 1.03
Peak Strength, FS = 1.79

(ii) Long-Term Conditions

Residual Strength, FS = 0.99
Peak Strength, FS = 1.74

(d) Evaluation of Post-Earthquake Residual Crest Stability and Reliability
Figure 20(d): Simplified Method for Estimation of Full Runout of Upstream Liquefaction Flow
Slide and Evaluation of Risk of Post-Earthquake Failure of the Remaining Interim
(Damaged) Crest - (Step d)
fully residual strengths are the best estimate, but something less than fully peak strengths would
be appropriate due to the rapid unbracing due to the upstream flow slide. A best estimate is then
that FS ≈ 1.04 to 1.83, which suggests that this residual crest is likely marginally stable, but with
a value of FS that would not be suitable as a long-term condition; suggesting that lowering the reservoir level should be initiated as a post-earthquake emergency response measure. There is a
corollary risk of inducing a “rapid drawdown” interim crest stability failure here, but there are
additional considerations (below) that also suggest that the best step to take would be to lower the
reservoir. Shortly after the earthquake, lowering of the reservoir was initiated, but the rate at which
the reservoir could be lowered was reduced by the destruction and partial burial of one of the two
concrete intake towers in the reservoir by the upstream flow slide, as discussed previously.
Fortunately, a rapid response, including lowering of the reservoir, was successfully executed.
The second sub-figure of Figure 20(d) shows projected conditions after development of
more nearly full steady state seepage. The factor of safety with regard to this condition with peak
shear strengths is FS = 1.74, and with residual strengths it is FS = 0.99. Seepage analyses can also
be performed to predict the evolution of an advancing seepage front through the various elements
of the interim (damaged) residual crest section, and the risk of development of un-filtered face
exiting seepage on the downstream face. This is a common consideration in analysis and design
of earthen levees; the development of un-filtered face exiting seepage can initiate progressive
back-erosion leading to a “piping” type of failure. In this unusual case, the phreatic surface is
fortuitously drawn downwards by the more pervious lower embankment soil materials zones after
making its way through the less pervious upper crest fill zone materials; significantly reducing the
risk of face-exiting seepage if there are no significant transverse cracks through the scarp lip that
has now become the post-earthquake dam crest. It is difficult to quantify this risk here, especially
with regard to timing, as there is little information available regarding the permeabilities of the
soils involved, and cracking is difficult to predict. But the potential for such risk is clear, and the
solution here is again to lower the reservoir. As was in fact done successfully.
It is difficult to reliably predict the nature and extent of “cracking” of the deformed and
rapidly un-buttressed residual crest lip. There are several existing methods for estimation of crest
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cracking; but these are not yet fully reliable nor fully conclusive; as a result, engineering judgment
is required here. Evidence suggests that crest cracking can be very different when (a) large
embankment deformations or displacements are mainly in one direction (either upstream or
downstream) vs. (b) when significant deformations or displacements occur in both directions (both
upstream and downstream) which can tend to “pull apart” the central crest section more
significantly (e.g. Seed et al, 2002). In an actual forward engineering analysis, it would likely be
concluded that the risk of potential flow through cracks or fissures, resulting in uncontrolled and
un-filtered erosion, potentially leading to over-topping failure, is also non-zero. This potential risk
was also successfully mitigated by the successful lowering of the reservoir.
(c) A More Advanced Numerical Method for Flow Slide Runout Analysis
The Material Point Method (MPM) is an alternate continuum approach based on a hybrid
Eulerian-Lagrangian solution to the dynamic momentum balance equation (Sulsky et al., 1994 and
1995; Soga et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2019). In the MPM, the material body is discretized into
finite Lagrangian material points, which store information such as mass, velocity, stress, and other
history-dependent material variables. Each material point represents a fixed mass throughout the
MPM computation to ensure mass conservation. These material points are placed within an
Eulerian background mesh. The background mesh is used purely for computational purposes and
does not deform in the traditional MPM. At each computation cycle, (1) the information from the
Lagrangian material points are mapped to the Eulerian background nodes through shape functions,
(2) the momentum balance equation is solved at each background node to produce kinematic
results (e.g. acceleration, velocity), (3) these kinematic results are mapped back to the material
points through shape functions, and lastly (4) the position of the material points are updated for
the next computation cycle. The material points can traverse independent of the background mesh.
That is one of the main reasons why the MPM offers an effective approach in solving large
deformation/displacement problems compared to the Finite Element Method and the Finite
Difference Method (Soga et al., 2016).
The MPM method in this current forward analysis has not been used for “during shaking”
analysis with applied cyclic inertial ground motions. Instead, it has been used to predict the
eventual flow slide runout conditions by using the MPM method after completion of the previous
seismic NDA analyses predicted the initial results of the strong seismic shaking.
The MPM runout analysis performed here is directly informed by the nonlinear seismic
deformation analysis (NDA) presented earlier (especially Figures 17 through 19). The MPM
analysis begins with the undeformed (pre-earthquake) embankment geometry, but it makes full
use of the zones of liquefaction triggering (and transition to post-liquefaction residual strength; Sr)
and full use of zones that reach a fully residual shear strength due to shear strain softening in nonliquefiable soils, and of zones that experience partial softening due to partial cyclic pore pressure
generation (cohesionless soils) and/or cyclic degradation (sensitive cohesive soils).
The two main potential liquefaction failure surfaces are indicated in Figure 18(b) and
Figure 19; one of which represents the upstream liquefaction-induced flow failure, and one of
which represents the nearly mirror-image downstream liquefaction-induced failure that did not
fully mobilize (it remained stable), and these are both modeled with post-liquefaction strength (Sr)
as per Weber et al. (2021). The extensions of these two shear surfaces upwards through the puddled
central clay core zone are also modeled with fully residual strengths (Su,residual/σ′v,i = 0.08), and the
further extensions of these two failure zones through two uppermost crest fill zones are also
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modeled with fully residual strengths (ø′residual = 27 ̊ and c′ = 0 for the crushed shale, and ø′residual
= 29 ̊ and c′ = 0 for the rolled fill). The third partial shear surface representing a potential heel
scarp slice (the black dotted line in Figure 19) is also modeled with these properties.
The upper portion of the heel scarp slide surface of the potential downstream failure surface
was partially carried away to the upstream direction by the upstream flow failure by the time
represented in Figure 18, and this heel scarp shear surface is returned to its pre-displacement
position at the beginning of this MPM analysis so that full momentum can drive the MPM runout.
The shear strengths at the base of the upstream flow failure slide mass as it passes out
beyond the upstream toe of the dam into the reservoir are reduced to half of the strengths (Sr) that
they had before they entered the reservoir. This accounts for (1) potential hydroplaning and partial
entrapment of water pockets, and (2) sliding atop soft, weak reservoir sediments, as the slide enters
into the reservoir as per Weber et al. (2015 and 2021(a)).
The MPM flow slide runout analysis results for Lower San Fernando Dam Cross-Section
E-E′ can be viewed as a video at: https://youtu.be/5KoWcgI8Eyg
This video shows the runout results colorized such that zones of higher shear strain are
shown with hotter (and eventually redder) colors. The same runout analysis can also be
“colorized” to represent the principal embankment soil units (hydraulic fill zones, central clayey
core, ground shale crest fill, rolled fill crest zone, downstream drainage berm, and downstream
rockfill stability berm) so that the movements of these soil units can be followed. The third subfigure in Figure 21 shows a cross-section of the final runout configuration colorized in this manner.
Figure 21 shows five “still shots” from the MPM runout analysis video, at times of 0, 3.5,
7.0, 10.5 and 14.5 seconds. Movements cease to occur at 14.4 seconds as the flow slide reaches
its final position and comes to rest.
As shown in Figure 21, the post-earthquake slide scarp lip that becomes the interim
effective post-earthquake dam “crest” has a top elevation of 1,114.3 feet, in very good agreement
with observed field performance. The corresponding MPM-calculated final post-earthquake crest
elevations shown in the upper two sub-figures of Figure 22 have been lowered by 1.3 feet to
account for post-earthquake volumetric reconsolidation settlement, as discussed in a previous
section of this paper, and are in good agreement with field observations.
But this is relatively easy to achieve, as this scarp lip is largely constrained by the preceding
nonlinear seismic deformation analyses (NDA) of Figures 17 through 19. The NDA analyses are
also necessary to define zones of strength reduction, and to parameterize the resulting reduced
and/or residual shear strengths of the units and zones of strength loss.
The main purpose, and benefit, of the MPM analysis is to carry the analysis forward to full
runout of the upstream flow slide with more accuracy and detail than the simplified runout method
shown previously. That permits evaluation of things like (1) the degree of un-buttressing and
resulting post-earthquake stability of the top lip of the flow slide heel scarp that becomes the
interim crest immediately after the earthquake, and the resulting risk of additional progression of
instability that might further lower this interim effective crest, and (2) potential for the flow slide
mass to cause damage as it flows into the reservoir (e.g. potentially toppling and burying one of
the two concrete intake towers).
The ability of the MPM analysis to internally articulate and develop both smooth and
blocky displacements, disaggregating and producing a runout configuration better in keeping with
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t = 0.0 s

t = 3.5 s

t = 7.0 s

t = 10.5 s

t = 14.5 s (Final)
Elev. = +1,114.3 ft

Figure 21: Five “Still Shots” from the MPM Runout Analysis of the Upstream Flow Slide of
the Lower San Fernando Dam (Cross-Section F-F′) at Selected Time Intervals
the “character” actually observed in the final runouts of Sections E-E′ and F-F′, is shown by
comparison in Figure 22. Figure 22(a) shows the final deformed configuration from the MPM
runout video with colorization based on shear strain. Figure 22(b) repeats this figure, but this time
is colorized to indicate the soil zones and strata. Figure 22(c) shows the actual post-earthquake
geoforensic Cross-Section F-F’ (the cross-section modeled here by MPM), and Figure 22(d) shows
the nearby post-earthquake forensic Cross-Section E-E′. Runout distance was a bit less at CrossSection E-E′, as there was a slight uphill slant to the base of the reservoir at the upstream toe.
The MPM analysis produces (1) heel scarp “slicing” that partially “hangs up” on the
uppermost portion of the liquefaction flow slide scarp, in good general agreement with the
observed post-earthquake cross-sections, (2) a low spot (large blue arrows) just upstream of the
heel scarp slices (due to settlement and partial rotation of the initial dam crest block), also in good
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general agreement with observed behaviors, (3) a larger “block” (smaller blue arrows) just
upstream of the scarp slice zone representing the original crest section that drops vertically and
travels upstream, but does not rotate fully with the slide scarp as it has slide scarps on both its
upstream and downstream sides and thus rotates only partially, (4) three additional identifiable
“blocks” (smaller black arrows) lower on the upstream section of the flow slide runout, (5) a
maximum runout distance of 156 feet (at the toe) vs. 255 feet actually observed, and (6) a duration
of runout movements of 14.4 seconds vs. the runout movement duration of 14.3 seconds calculated
by Weber et al. (2021) for the adjacent Cross-Section E-E′ (see Figure 12).
This analysis team has enjoyed the flow slide runout videos, and have learned new things
about the internal mechanics of a moving mass with characteristics tuned (as much as possible) to
our understanding of likely post-liquefaction conditions, properties and behaviors of the upstream
liquefaction-induced flow slide based on the nonlinear seismic deformation analyses (NDA) that
preceded and informed these runout modeling analyses. We have also observed that the MPM
runout analyses appear to better explain and match the actually observed field performance as we
better incorporate MPM modeling details that make best possible use of information that can be
learned from the preceding nonlinear seismic deformation analyses (NDA). That suggests that
geotechnics, and physics, work and that it may be expected that these types of analytical tools and
methods will likely continue to produce better results as we learn to better wield them.
Cross-Section F-F’

Elev. = +1,113.1 ft

Cross-Section F-F’

Elev. = +1,113.1 ft

Cross-Section F-F’

Elev. = +1,114 ft

Cross-Section E-E’

Elev. = +1,121 ft

Figure 22: Estimated Final Runout by the Material Point Method (MPM) Analysis, and
Comparison with Actual Observed Runout at Cross-Sections E-E′ and F-F′
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Finally, it is noted that the results of this MPM runout analysis would provide a reasonably
good basis for the same types of post-runout evaluation of risk of: (1) potential crest (and
overtopping) failure due to secondary slope stability failure(s) as a result of un-buttressing of the
residual slide scarp that becomes the post-earthquake interim dam crest, (2) crest failure due to
potential unfiltered seepage through cracks in the interim crest, and (3) crest failure due to
development of un-filtered face-exiting through seepage and resulting erosion and piping failure
of the post-earthquake interim crest that were examined at the end of the preceding section. And
that the same engineering conclusions would likely be reached as in the preceding section
discussing the simplified runout method. It is also noted that the simplified runout method, and
the MPM runout analysis, can be used to cross-check each other in forward engineering analyses.
It should also be noted that the runout analyses are based directly on conditions ascertained
based on the initial “dynamic” nonlinear seismic deformation analyses (NDA). It is necessary to
correctly address all of the issues and elements of the analysis enumerated in the in the “Summary
and Conclusions” at the end of this paper in performing the NDA analyses in order to obtain the
very good level of “match” with observed behavior achieved here. As a result, the MPM runout
analysis (and also the simplified runout analysis) serve as a pair of relatively comprehensive
“checks” of the overall analyses from ground motion development and site characterization,
through seismic NDA analysis with cyclic pore pressure generation and transitions to postliquefaction Sr, and on through full flow slide runout.
(2) THE UPPER SAN FERNANDO DAM
Chowdhury (2019) and Chowdhury et al. (2019) performed nine sets of nonlinear seismic
deformation analyses of the USFD, with different combinations of (1) four different analytical or
constitutive models, (2) three different liquefaction triggering relationships used to parameterize
the analytical models, and (3) three different post-liquefaction residual strength relationships. The
same analytical procedures and protocols described in the previous section of this paper for the
LSFD were used again here.
Only one of the nine back-analyses will be presented here; USFD Analysis No. 3. This
analysis used the Roth model (Dawson and Mejia, 2012), which is the oldest, and the simplest, of
the four analytical models studied. An analysis using the simplest of the four analytical models is
shown here in order to illustrate the point that both the simplest and the most complex models were
all found capable of producing good engineering results if they are suitably parameterized and
suitably wielded (Chowdhury, 2019 and Chowdhury et al, 2019). The Roth model was
parameterized to conform to the SPT-based liquefaction triggering relationship of Cetin et al.
(2018). Post-liquefaction residual strengths (Sr) were again based on Weber et al. (2015).

UA

RF
HFU-1

HFU-2

HFD-1

CC

HFD-2

HFD-3

LA
ROCK

Figure 23: Upper San Fernando Dam Analysis Cross-Section B-B΄ and Principal Dam
Embankment and Foundation Material Zones (Chowdhury et al, 2019)
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Because the cyclic pore pressure generation portion of the Roth model is based on counting
of half-cycles of shear stress reversal on a horizontal plane through each potentially liquefiable
soil element, using a scaling relationship developed by Seed et al., 1975 to infer resulting cyclic
pore pressure increase at the end of each half cycle, this model can easily be adapted/calibrated to
exactly conform to any well-formulated liquefaction triggering relationship. Because the model
incrementally adds an increment of increased pore pressure at the end of each half cycle, cyclic
pore pressure only increases; there is no alternating of cyclic pore pressure increase followed by
cyclic pore pressure decrease due to alternating undrained dilative and contractive behaviors as a
result of cyclic shear loading reversals in each cycle. A slightly different set of criteria can thus be
used to determine when a soil element “liquefies” and transitions to post-liquefaction strength Sr.
For these current NDA analyses with the Roth model, transition to Sr occurs when cyclic pore
pressure generation reduces strength (S) in an element to S ≤ Sr at any stage of analysis. All other
analysis protocols are as described in the previous section of this paper, including modeling of (1)
cyclic softening of the normally consolidated (and sensitive) puddled clay core materials, and also
(2) strain softening of the sensitive central clay core materials.
Figure 7 showed a cross-section through a central section of the USFD. Figure 23 shows
the analysis cross-section (and mesh) used in NDA analyses of the USFD. Potentially liquefiable
upper alluvium (UA) was left in place beneath the dam embankment. As result, the potentially
liquefiable materials are the upstream and downstream sandy hydraulic fill “shells” (Zones HFU
and HFD) and the upper alluvium (UA). The lower alluvium is denser, and is non-liquefiable.
Table 2: Representative Corrected Pre-Earthquake SPT N1,60,CS and SPT N1,60,CS-Sr Blow
Counts for the USFD Hydraulic Fill Shell Zones and Upper Alluvium for the
Three Liquefaction Triggering Relationships Used in Chowdhury et al., 2019)
Youd et al. (2001)

Soil Layer
And
Elevation (ft)

HFU-1

(EL.1200-1170)

HFU-2

(EL. 1170-1160)

UA

(EL.1160-1145)

HFD-1

(EL.1200-1170)

HFD-2

(EL.1170-1160)

HFD-3

(EL.1160-1145)

Boulanger and Idriss
(2014)
Average
Average
PrePreEarthquake Earthquake
N1,60,CS for
N1,60,CS-Sr
Triggering
for Idriss
and
Boulanger
(2015) Sr

Cetin et al.
(2018)
Average
PreEarthquake
N1,60,CS for
Triggering
and Weber et
al. (2015) Sr

Average
PreEarthquake
N1,60,CS for
Triggering

Average
PreEarthquake
N1,60,CS-Sr
for Seed and
Harder
(1990) Sr

13.6

11.6

13.4

11.6

11.7

18.4

14.7

17.9

14.8

15.4

19.5

16.1

19.3

16.6

16.7

15.8

12.3

15.2

12.1

12.6

17.3

13.7

16.6

13.5

14.3

18.3

14.6

17.8

14.7

15.3
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Table 2 summarizes the N1,60,CS SPT blow counts used to characterize the potentially
liquefiable soil zones in Figure 22, for each of the three different liquefaction triggering
relationships used in the overall back-analysis study. USFD Analysis No. 3 uses (1) the
liquefaction triggering relationship of Cetin et al. (2018), and (2) the post-liquefaction Sr
relationship of Weber et al. (2015). Both of these relationships employ identical processing and
corrections of raw SPT N-values to create N1,60,CS values, so the right-hand column of Table 2
represents the characterizations for USFD in Analysis No. 3.
It is also necessary to characterize the strengths of non-liquefiable materials in Figure 22.
Characterizations of these are as follow:
Crest Section Rolled Fill (RF):

c′ = 300 psf, and ø′ = 31 ̊

Puddled Central Clay Core (CC):

Su/σ′v,i = 0.24, and Sensitivity ≈ 3 so that
Su,residual/σ′v,i = 0.08 (Su,steady state/ σ′v,i = 0.08)

Figure 24 presents the results of this analysis. Figure 24(a) shows maximum observed
values of Ru,seis at any time during shaking. As shown in this figure, extensive cyclic pore pressure
generation occurred throughout most of the sandy upstream hydraulic fill shell, and in large
portions of the downstream sandy hydraulic fill shell (below the phreatic surface), and in the
underlying alluvium. The post-liquefaction residual strengths (Sr) were sufficiently high, however,
USFD Analysis 3: Roth model, with the Cetin et al. (2018) Liquefaction Triggering Relationship,
Youd et al. (2001) K , and the Weber et al. (2015) Sr Relationship

(a) Maximum value of Ru,seismic recorded in each element
Actually Observed Heel Scarp

(b) Shear strain (percent), with the inset shear strain scale set to maximum of 50 percent

(c) Deformed mesh
Figure 24: Results of USFD Analysis No. 3 at the End of Shaking and at the End of Analysis
(Chowdhury, 2019)
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as to cause the embankment to remain statically stable at the end of shaking.
As a result, seismic embankment displacements were primarily the result of seismicallyinduced lateral inertial “lurching” forces imparted by the seismic shaking, acting on embankment
and foundation soils that were progressively softened and weakened as seismically-induced pore
pressures increased during the earthquake. This is often viewed as a less dramatic case history than
that of the LSFD, but it is no less challenging and no less important. The cross-coupling between
five challenging factors: (1) seismic shaking, (2) progressive increases in pore pressures and
strength loss, (3) resultant softening of soil stiffnesses and response, (4) strong lateral cyclic
inertial lurching forces, and (5) incremental accumulation of downslope cyclic lurching-type
deformations and displacements, makes this case a complex challenge for NDA-type analyses.
In this analysis, with the Roth model, soil elements that come to meet the criteria for
“liquefaction” transition immediately to post-liquefaction residual strength (Sr) individually, in
real time (during shaking), so that embankment strength and stiffness progressively degrade during
shaking as a result.
As shown in Figure 24(b), the USFD experienced translational displacements along a basal
shear surface that originated at the downstream toe, traversed along the base of the downstream
embankment, and then arced upwards across the central clayey core to exit high on the upstream
face. This closely matched the actual observed behavior during the 1971 earthquake. The black
arrow on the upstream face of the dam in Figure 24(b) indicates the actual location of the upstream
exiting heel scarp that damaged the upstream concrete facing during the 1971 earthquake at this
cross-section, as shown previously in Figures 8 and 9. As shown in Figure 24, the location of the
heel scarp “predicted” by USFD Analysis No. 3 (the black dashed line) matches reasonably well
with the scarp feature actually observed (the black arrow) after the 1971 earthquake, which
produced damage to the upstream side concrete facing as shown previously in Figure 9.
As shown by the finer dashed black line in Figure 24, this analysis also indicates a partially
developed second shear failure zone originating at the base of the upstream slope, and then arcing
upwards toward the crest and top deck. The maximum calculated lateral upstream displacement at
the upstream toe was 1.6 feet, and this feature does not quite daylight at the crest. The reservoir
was not fully drawn down in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake, so conditions at the
upstream toe were not well characterized, and it is not known with certainty how well developed
this potential secondary feature actually was.
Because the dam embankment is statically stable, and not displacing, at the end of shaking;
the “end of shaking” conditions shown in Figure 24 are also the “end of analysis” conditions.
Continuation of the analysis after the end of shaking under only gravity loading produces no
additional deformations or displacements. It is important to emphasize here that the conditions
shown in Figure 24 are not only “not displacing”; they are also “stable”. Simply halting the analysis
at the end of shaking (incorrectly) achieves “not displacing”. Continuing the post-shaking analysis
under gravity loading only, and observing no further displacements, indicates “stable”.
Table 3 presents a summary comparison between calculated displacements of the USFD
vs. those actually observed in the aftermath of the 1971 earthquake for this USFD Analysis No. 3.
Overall, the match between analytical results and actual post-earthquake observations and
measurements was generally good. The apparent main basal shear displacement mechanism was
well “predicted”, including the actually observed heel scarp exit location high on the upstream
face where the upstream concrete facing was offset as shown previously in Figures 8 and 9.
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Table 3: Comparison Between the Results of USFD Analysis No. 3 and the Actual
Observed Displacements of the USFD at Four Key Locations
Displacement Location and Direction

Measured
Displacements

Analysis Results

Maximum crest loss

2.5 to 3.0 feet

6.3 to 7.3 feet

Maximum crest lateral translation to D/S

4.9 to 6.0 feet

1.1 feet

Maximum lateral translation of the D/S
slope face

7.2 to 8.7 feet

9.7 feet

Maximum lateral translation of the D/S toe

3.6 to 5.3 feet

6.0 feet

Overall agreement between the calculated and observed displacement magnitudes is also
generally good, except for some underestimation of lateral translation of the crest, and some
conservative over-estimation of vertical crest settlement. The partial development of an upstream
shear slippage in this analysis created a complicated situation in which (1) the main slide surface
carried the crest section towards the downstream side, and (2) the partially developed secondary
upstream feature carried it partially towards the upstream side. This caused a partial “pull apart”
region at and near the crest; representing a challenging condition for analysis, especially for a case
with relatively small overall displacements. The much larger observed displacements of the Lower
San Fernando Dam (largely driven by gravity after the end of shaking) are actually somewhat
easier to predict, and with relatively higher accuracy.
That being said, the analytical results for the Upper San Fernando dam also represent useful
engineering results, and they accurately predicted the outcome for this often-overlooked second
case history in which immediate post-earthquake conditions were somewhat more delicate than is
widely understood.
The pre-earthquake crest of the earthen embankment dam section was at Elevation +1,218
feet, and a small concrete parapet wall at the upstream edge of the earthen crest added
approximately an additional 4 feet of freeboard up to Elev. +1,222 feet. The overflow spillway
crest was at Elev. +1,212.5 feet, and the top of reservoir was at Elev. +1,213.2 feet (approximately
0.7 feet above the spillway crest) at the time of the earthquake. After the earthquake, the actual
observed post-earthquake crest loss was 3.0 feet at the lowest spot, leaving only approximately 5.8
feet of freeboard to the top of the short upstream parapet wall. The NDA prediction above is
conservative by several feet (by approximately a factor of two) with regard to crest loss, and
predicts a post-earthquake remaining freeboard of 1.5 to 2.5 feet to the top of the parapet wall.
Post-earthquake volumetric reconsolidation (as per Cetin et al., 2018) would subsequently (over
time) further lower the crest by about 1.0 additional feet, leaving a predicted remaining freeboard
of approximately 0.4 to 1.5 feet. Both the actual post-earthquake situation, and the “predicted”
outcome above, thus represented delicate situations. The reservoir was safely drawn down in the
aftermath of the earthquake; eliminating risk to the population downstream and preserving the
post-earthquake performance data for this important case history which continues to serve as an
important test for development and checking of new analytical procedures.
These analyses correctly “predict” that the immediate post-earthquake situation will be a
safe one, but only by fine margins. This is sometimes viewed as the less glamorous of the two San
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Fernando Dam case histories; but the simultaneous five-way cross-coupling of the five factors
enumerated in the paragraph immediately below Figure 24, and in a case with only small to
moderate deformations generated mainly by seismic lurching forces, make it a very challenging
one as well. Forward engineering prediction of the correct deformation mechanisms, and of the
post-earthquake crest elevation within an accuracy of approximately 3 feet for an embankment
dam that suffered very extensive liquefaction of both the embankment and the foundation, would
generally be considered to be a very good engineering result. And it applies to an important range
of behaviors for forward seismic liquefaction hazard evaluations for dams; “small to moderate”
seismically induced deformations and displacements that can sometimes call for as much accuracy
and precision as can be achieved in engineering predictions of expected performance.
Finally, it is noted that an engineering decision is often made in seismic evaluations of
existing dams with regard to the “coincident” reservoir level(s) that will be considered in analyses
of expected seismic deformations, and resulting expected seismic performance with regard to safe
retention of the reservoir. Sometimes the question is raised “What are the chances that the reservoir
will be at or near its highest possible level when an earthquake strikes?” In the case of the Upper
San Fernando Dam, recent rainfall and resulting inflows caused the reservoir to be at or near its
highest possible level (and actively spilling via the spillway) at the time the earthquake struck.
Similarly, it is also noted that although the successful safe lowering of the two reservoirs
of the Upper and Lower San Fernando Dams after the earthquake prevented the potential
occurrence of a larger disaster downstream due to potential uncontrolled reservoir release through
a heavily populated area, the seismic performance of the two dams was not an overall engineering
success. Both dams were subsequently permanently removed from service, representing a loss of
utility of two dams and their appurtenant works (and their reservoirs) that had all been constructed
to serve specific purposes, and that had been constructed and operated at some cost.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The USFD and LSFD seismic performance case histories were pivotal to the inception of
the U.S. national seismic dam safety programs that are still ongoing today. Fifty years later, these
two well-investigated and well-characterized case histories continue (1) to inform advances in the
state of knowledge, and the state of practice, (2) to be important “tests” of evolving new field
investigation and site characterization methods, and (3) they continue to serve as useful “tests” of
increasingly advanced analytical methods.
The state of practice has advanced massively over the past 50 years. We are now able to
make increasingly accurate and detailed analyses of the expected seismic performance of earthen
dam embankments potentially susceptible to soil liquefaction. Successfully accomplishing that to
involve at least the following:
1. Suitable characterization of embankment and foundation geometry and stratigraphy, and
suitable evaluation and modeling of material properties and behaviors.
2. Suitable development and application of appropriate seismic “input” motions.
3. Use of suitable analytical and/or constitutive models, in a suitable analytical framework or
frameworks.
4. Calibration of these models with respect to cyclic (seismic) pore pressure generation with
suitable liquefaction triggering relationships.
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5. Use of suitable post-liquefaction residual strength (Sr) relationships.
6. Suitable procedures and protocols for transition to Sr in potentially liquefiable soils.
7. Suitable treatment of potential cyclic softening, and strain softening, behaviors in sensitive
cohesive/clayey soils.
8. Suitable treatment of large strain and/or large displacement strain softening in other soils
and geomaterials as needed.
9. Continuation of analyses after the end of shaking under gravity loading.
10. Evaluation of full runout for cases where full liquefaction-induced flow failure is predicted.
11. Evaluation of settlements due to post-earthquake reconsolidation as seismically induced
pore pressures eventually dissipate.
12. Evaluation of potential for uncontrolled reservoir loss due to (1) direct overtopping, (2)
seepage erosion and/or piping resulting in overtopping due to unfiltered face-exiting
seepage passing through soils and/or seepage flow through cracks in the damaged postearthquake crest, potentially combined with (3) either of these potentially being exacerbated
by secondary stability failures of the post-earthquake interim crest, etc.
13. Appropriate evaluation and interpretation of the analysis results, with an understanding of
the models and relationships employed, and also the intrinsic limitations of the continuum
analysis methods employed with regard to analyses of very large deformations and
displacements.
14. Evaluation of the likelihood of damage to other critical dam system components, including
outlet works that may be urgently needed in the immediate aftermath of an earthquake.
15. And engineering judgment.
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